The construction of Green Mine has become an essential policy for the management of mineral resources in China. This study aims to propose a favorable approach to assess the performance of Green Mine. The evaluation criteria are recognized based on the specific characteristics of Green Mine. Considering that some of these criteria could not be mutually compensated, a novel multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) method is presented. It integrates the TODIM (an acronym in Portuguese of interactive and multi-criteria decision-making) method with the elimination and choice translating reality (ELECTRE) method in a picture fuzzy environment. In most existent methods, the evaluation information of Green Mine is described by real numbers. However, in this study, picture fuzzy numbers (PFNs) are first used to express such information to effectively indicate the uncertainty and fuzziness in the evaluation process. Another innovation is that the entropy weights model and the best-worst method (BWM) are combined to determine the comprehensive criteria weights. The practicability and advantages of the proposed method are verified by a case study and a comparative analysis with other methods. In addition, the influences of some parameters are discussed using sensitivity analysis to judge the flexibility and robustness of the proposed method. The results show that the proposed approach is feasible for solving the non-compensatory problems of evaluation criteria and can provide references for the performance evaluation and management of Green Mine.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the expanding global population and the rapid economic growth, the demand for mineral resources has greatly increased [1] , [2] . As an important raw materials supply, mineral resources are the foundation for many downstream industries, such as agriculture, metallurgy, electronics and ceramics [3] , [4] . It is estimated that approximately 180 million lives worldwide are directly or indirectly supported by mining industries [5] , [6] . Nevertheless, critics also exist due to the large number of environmental issues caused by mining The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Young Jin Chun .
industries. These problems include ecological disruption [7] , soil contamination [8] , water pollution [9] , geological disasters [10] and so on, which greatly threaten the safety and health of the surrounding people.
To achieve the sustainable development of mines, the construction of Green Mine has become one of the most important measures in China [11] . Green Mine refers to a scientific, efficient and rational resources development and utilization model with the least depletion and environmental disturbance [12] . The objectives of constructing Green Mine are to protect the ecological environment, improve resources and energy efficiency, optimize mining management systems and avoid conflicts with the community during the mining VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ life cycle. The concept of Green Mine was first officially put forward by the Ministry of Land and Resources of the People's Republic of China in China Mining in 2007 [13] . After that, the construction of Green Mine has rapidly developed and has made great progress. In 2018, to guide and promote the construction of Green Mine, the Ministry of Natural Resources of the People's Republic of China released the industry standard for Green Mine construction for nine industries [14] . So far, 661 mines have been approved to become pilot units of the Green Mine. It is clear that the idea of Green Mine has been widely accepted and continuously enriched in China. Moreover, the studies on the performance evaluation of Green Mine are relatively scarce, and the performance of Green Mine for dissimilar enterprises is different. Accordingly, developing appropriate and efficient methods to evaluate the specific performance of Green Mine is significant. Considering the variety of criteria, the performance evaluation of Green Mine can be deemed to be a multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) problem. Many MCDM methods have been proposed to solve MCDM problems [15] . Shang et al. [12] combined the Delphi, analytical hierarchy process (AHP) and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method to assess the performance of Green Mine. Wang and Zou [16] employed the data envelopment analysis (DEA) method to evaluate the efficiency of Green Mine construction for coal enterprises. Xu et al. [17] adopted the expert scoring, entropy weight and minimum cross entropy methods to evaluate the performance of the Huafeng mine.
Although these above methods can be used to solve the evaluation problems of Green Mine, there are still some limitations.
(1) The decision information is expressed by real numbers in the existent Green Mine evaluation models. However, the performance evaluation of Green Mine is so complex that only using crisp numbers to describe the evaluation information is not sufficient and applicable.
Since quantitative values cannot reflect the fuzziness and uncertainty of decision information, information loss and distortion are ineluctable. (2) Most existing methods suppose that decision makers (DMs) are completely intellectual. However, faced with the complicated evaluation situation of Green Mine, it is hard for DMs to be perfectly rational. Therefore, DMs' limited rationality should be considered in the evaluation process. (3) There is an important hypothesis in current Green Mine evaluation methods. They presume that evaluation criteria can be compensated by each other. Nevertheless, for the evaluation of Green Mine, some criteria are not complementary. For instance, the ''Comprehensive utilization of resources'' criterion cannot compensate for the ''Mining area environment'' criterion. That is, a mine with a poor mining area environment is not regarded as a Green Mine, even if it has very high comprehensive utilization of resources. However, the existing methods cannot solve such non-compensatory problems of evaluation criteria. Considering the aforementioned deficiencies of existent methods, a novel evaluation method of Green Mine can be raised. To conquer limitation (1), picture fuzzy sets (PFSs) can be used to express the fuzzy information. PFSs, which were proposed by Cuong [18] , are an extension of fuzzy sets. They can characterize evaluation information with positive, neutral, negative and refusal membership degrees, which correspond to four different answers (namely, yes, abstain, no and refuse) [19] . Since picture fuzzy numbers (PFNs) show great superiority in describing DMs' attitudes or preferences, scholars began to investigate decision making methods in a picture fuzzy environment. Wang et al. [20] proposed several geometric aggregation operators to aggregate picture fuzzy information; Wei [21] presented the picture fuzzy Hamacher aggregation operators to address complex decision making issues; Ashraf et al. [22] developed some techniques with PFNs for group decision making circumstances; and Wang et al. [23] modified the multi-attributive border approximation area comparison (MABAC) method to deal with picture fuzzy decision making problems. However, compared with other types of fuzzy sets, the studies in PFSs are far from enough. As a result, more MCDM methods can be extended by PFSs to solve fuzzy decision making problems.
To overcome limitation (2), the TODIM (an acronym in Portuguese of interactive and multi-criteria decision-making) method is preferentially considered [24] , [25] . The largest highlight of the TODIM is that it takes the limited rationality of DMs into account. It aims to research the behavioral characteristics of DMs through prospect theory, similar to their reference reliance, loss aversion and so on. An attenuation parameter of the losses in the TODIM can not only adjust the potential losses and gains but also demonstrate the risk preferences of DMs. Another advantage of the TODIM is that it can theoretically eliminate occasional discrepancies. Consequently, it has been combined with diverse fuzzy extensions. For instance, Lourenzutti and Krohling [26] modified the TODIM method using intuitionistic fuzzy sets; Zhang and Xu [27] studied the TODIM method under hesitant fuzzy circumstances; and Liang et al. [10] evaluated the risk degree of goafs by extending the TODIM using triangular fuzzy numbers. In this study, the TODIM method is extended using picture fuzzy theory to deal with DMs' limited rationality in a fuzzy environment.
For coping with limitation (3), a modified approach based on the TODIM method can be proposed to solve the non-compensatory problems of evaluation criteria. The traditional TODIM method has an obvious defect in that it is not able to deal with these evaluation issues since the criteria cannot be mutually compensated. In this case, this study considers the combination of the TODIM with another powerful means, the elimination and choice translating reality (ELEC-TRE) method [28] . The reasons for this integration are threefold. First, in the performance evaluation of Green Mine, some assessment criteria cannot be compensated by others.
Several decision making methods have the ability to handle such situations. The VlseKriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje (VIKOR) method [29] , [30] focuses on balancing the group utility and individual regret. It is suitable for DMs who prefer to pursue the maximization of profits. Different from VIKOR, ELECTRE is based on the assumption of ''not completely compensable among criteria''. It aims to sort the alternatives by establishing a prioritized relationship [31] , [32] . In this case, ELECTRE is more powerful than VIKOR at resolving the non-compensable criteria problem. Second, ELECTRE supposes the DMs are completely rational, while the TODIM is more realistic, as it is based on bounded rationality. Third, the ELECTRE model has been combined with multiple fuzzy numbers to well resolve decision making problems under dissimilar conditions. For example, Hashemi et al. [33] investigated the ELECTRE III method within an interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy environment; Wan et al. [34] selected a suitable supplier by extending ELECTRE II using interval 2-tuple linguistic information; and Liao et al. [35] suggested the ELECTRE method with hesitant fuzzy linguistic term sets for resolving complex decision making issues. Hence, the TODIM and ELECTRE methods based on PFSs are worth studying to cope with complicated decision making issues.
Based on the motivations mentioned above, the aim of this study is to propose a combined TODIM-ELECTRE decision making method with picture fuzzy information for assessing the performance of Green Mine.
The main novelty and contributions are the following.
(1) PFNs with four membership degrees are utilized to depict the assessment data of Green Mine. In this case, both the uncertainty of the evaluation information and the behaviors or attitudes of DMs can be fully conveyed by PFNs. It can avoid information loss or distortion and enrich the theoretical studies on depicting the evaluation information of Green Mine. (2) In the real Green Mine evaluation process, the criteria weights are usually unknown in advance. This study proposes an improved technology for computing the criteria weights for Green Mine, which enriches the scientific study of determining weights. The entropy weights model is modified using PFNs to obtain objective weights, while the best-worst method (BWM) [36] is adopted to obtain subjective weights. Then, a comprehensive weight vector can be determined because both the factual information and personal preferences are taken into consideration. (3) In view of the bounded rationality of humans, the TODIM method is first suggested for the picture fuzzy environment. In addition, the idea of ELEC-TRE is introduced to solve the non-compensatory problems of the Green Mine evaluation criteria. Thus, a combined TODIM-ELECTRE method is proposed for picture fuzzy circumstances. It complements the advantages of both PFNs and classical decision making methods.
(4) Six primary evaluation criteria of Green Mine are identified. More importantly, the presented method is applied to address Green Mine performance evaluation problems. It can be regarded as an improvement on existent Green Mine performance evaluation approaches and enriches the practical investigation of Green Mine. Furthermore, the effectiveness and highlights of our method are justified by comparative and sensitivity analyses. For clarity, the remainder of this study is organized as follows. In Section 2, the evaluation criteria of Green Mine and some basic knowledge about PFSs are introduced. Section 3 presents four stages of the proposed combined TODIM-ELECTRE method with picture fuzzy information. Section 4 provides a case study of evaluating the performance of Green Mine by using the proposed approach. In Section 5, the comparative analysis and sensitivity analysis are discussed, and the managerial implications are provided. Finally, some essential conclusions are drawn.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, the evaluation criteria of Green Mine are first presented. Thereafter, some basic knowledge of PFSs is introduced, which will be useful in the construction of the proposed method.
A. EVALUATION CRITERIA OF GREEN MINE
The evaluation criteria are recognized to synthetically describe the characteristics of Green Mine in this subsection. According to the industry standards for Green Mine construction [14] , the construction requirements of Green Mine are mainly from six aspects. They are the mining area environment, the resource development approaches, the comprehensive utilization of resources, energy conservation and emissions reduction, technical innovation and digital mine, and the management and image of the enterprise. Based on these aspects, the evaluation criteria system is established, as shown in Table 1 .
B. PICTURE FUZZY SETS THEORY
In this subsection, some basic knowledge related to PFSs is reviewed.
Definition 1 [18] : An object, which is represented as
are respectively the positive, neutral, negative and refusal membership degrees of A in α.
Particularly, the basic element in the PFS α(A) is called a PFN, and it is denoted as α = a α , b α , c α .
Definition 2 [20] : Given two PFNs α = a α , b α , c α and β = a β , b β , c β , the operational rules between them are 
Definition 3 [37] :
. . , n) be a collection of PFNs. The picture fuzzy numbers weighted arithmetic average (PFNWAA) operator is
where 0 ≤ w i ≤ 1 is the weight of α i , and w 1 + w 2 + · · · + w m = 1. Definition 4 [20] :
. . , n) be a set of PFNs. The picture fuzzy numbers weighted geometric average (PFNWGA) operator is
where 0 ≤ w i ≤ 1 is the weight of α i , and w 1 + w 2 + · · · + w m = 1. Definition 5 [20] : If α = a α , b α , c α is a PFN, the score function A(α) and accuracy function B(α) can be respectively defined as
Definition 6 [20] :
Definition 7 [23] : Suppose α = a α , b α , c α and β = a β , b β , c β are two PFNs, and ∂ > 0. Then, the distance measure of α and β is defined as
Specifically, when ∂ = 1, there is a Hamming distance
and when ∂ = 2, there is a Euclidean distance
III. COMBINED TODIM-ELECTRE METHOD
In this section, the traditional TODIM and ELECTRE methods are combined to solve MCDM problems in picture fuzzy environments.
The structure of the proposed combined TODIM-ELECTRE methodology is depicted in Fig. 1 . It can be seen that four stages are included. In stage 1, the PFNs are used to indicate the original decision making information, and the decision matrix is then normalized. In stage 2, the entropy weights model and BWM are integrated to determine the comprehensive criteria weights. In stage 3, the TODIM method is adopted to establish the dominance matrix. In stage 4, the ELECTRE method is introduced to attain the ranking order of the alternatives.
A. STAGE 1: OBTAIN THE DECISION MAKING INFORMATION
In this stage, the initial decision making information of DMs is obtained and expressed as PFNs. Then, due to the diverse types of criteria, the normalized decision matrix is acquired.
Step 1 (Obtain the Initial Decision Making Information): Considering that diverse evaluation results may be provided by different DMs under a certain criterion, PFNs are suggested to express such information in this study. For instance, suppose that ten experts are asked to make evaluations for an alternative x i under a certain criterion y j . Four DMs give ''high'' grades, three DMs give ''medium'' grades, two DMs provide ''low'' grades, and the last one refuses to offer an answer. Then, the situation can be described by a picture fuzzy number (PFN) e ij = 0.4, 0.3, 0.2 .
As a result, these DMs assess the alternatives under each criterion using the above method, and an original decision making matrix is formed as follows:
where e ij = a ij , b ij , c ij is a PFN, and it represents the evaluation value of alternative x i (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) under criterion y j (j = 1, 2, . . . , n).
Step 2 (Normalize the Decision Matrix): When benefit and cost criteria simultaneously exist in the same decision making matrix, a normalization process is needed. The reason is as follows. A larger evaluation value means a better performing benefit criterion but indicates a poor performing cost criterion. The normalization equation is defined as [23] f ij = e ij = a ij , b ij , c ij for benefit criteriā e ij = c ij , b ij , a ij for cos t criteria.
Thus, a normalized decision making matrix can be built as
B. STAGE 2: DETERMINE THE COMPREHENSIVE WEIGHTS OF THE CRITERIA In this stage, the comprehensive criteria weights are determined by combining the extended entropy weights model and the BWM.
Step 1 (Compute the Objective Weights Based on the Extended Entropy Weights Model): Shannon [38] first proposed the entropy weights model to measure the amount of information. The idea of this technique is the following: a smaller entropy value of an assessment criterion represents that more information it carried and that it has a larger influence on the final results [39] . It is an objective weights determination method because it avoids the impact of subjective factors [40] . In this study, the entropy weights model is modified with PFNs to determine the objective criteria weights.
At first, the entropy value π j (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) of each criterion is computed by
where
F and A(f ij ) is the score function of f ij that is defined in Definition 5. Then, the objective criteria weights w o j (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) are calculated by
Step 2 (Determine the Subjective Weights Based on the BWM): The BWM is a subjective weights determination method, as only the subjective preferences of DMs are taken into account [41] . In this study, the BWM is utilized to calculate the subjective criteria weights as follows.
At first, the most and the least important criteria are selected among a set of criteria {y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n }, and they are respectively denoted as y M and y L .
Then, a pairwise comparison between the most important criterion y M and the other criteria is drawn. Therefore, a Bestto-Others vector is determined as
where y Mj (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) is an integer between 1 and 9, and a larger y Mj means a larger preference for y M over the other criterion y j . Note that y MM = 1. Meanwhile, the pairwise comparison between the other criteria and the least important criterion y L is drawn. Thus, an Others-to-Worst vector is determined as
where y jL (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) is an integer between 1 and 9, and a largery jL means a larger preference for the other criterion y j over y L . Note that y LL = 1.
After that, a nonlinear programming model is constructed as follows: min
where is a best consistency index and w s j (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) is the subjective weight value of criterion y j . In particular, w s M and w s L are the subjective weight values of the most important criterion y M and the least important criterion y L , respectively.
At last, the subjective criteria weights w s j and the best consistency index * are obtained by solving Model (19) .
Step 3 (Calculate the Comprehensive Criteria Weight Values): After the objective and subjective criteria weights are computed, the comprehensive weight values can be determined by
where 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 is a preference coefficient for adjusting the relative importance degree of the objective and subjective weights. In general, let θ = 0.5.
C. STAGE 3: ESTABLISH THE DOMINANCE MATRIX USING THE TODIM
In this stage, the idea of the TODIM method is suggested to establish the dominance matrix. The concrete steps are as follows.
Step 1 (Obtain the Score and Accuracy Matrices): The score and accuracy values of a certain alternative for each criterion can be determined by Eq. (7) and Eq. (8), respectively. The score and accuracy matrices are obtained in this step in preparation for the next step. Then, two PFNs can be compared based on Definition 6.
Step 2 (Calculate the Dominance Degree of Each Alternative Over Other Alternatives): At first, the criterion with largest weight value is selected as the reference criterion, and it is denoted as y R . Subsequently, the dominance degree of alternative x i (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) that is superior to alternative x k (k = 1, 2, . . . , m) under criterion y j (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) is calculated by
where w Rj = w R /w j , σ is the loss attenuation factor, and dis ∂ (f ij , f kj ) is the distance between f ij and f kj that is defined in Definition 7. Accordingly, the dominance matrix under each criterion can be obtained.
D. STAGE 4: ATTAIN THE RANKING ORDERS OF ALTERNATIVES WITH ELECTRE
In this stage, the ELECTRE method is adopted to attain the ranking orders of alternatives. The specific steps are as follows.
Step 1 (Calculate the Concordance And Discordance Indexes): The concordance index H (x i , x k ) of alternatives x i and x k (i, k = 1, 2, . . . , m) is calculated by
where G j (x i , x k ) is the concordance degree of alternatives x i and x k (i, k = 1, 2, . . . , m) under criterion y j (j = 1, 2, . . . , n), h j and g j are respectively the preference and indifference thresholds under criterion y j (j = 1, 2, . . . , n), and g j ≥ h j ≥ 0. The discordance index P j (x i , x k ) of alternatives x i and x k (i, k = 1, 2, . . . , m) under criterion y j (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) is computed by
where l j is the veto thresholds under criterion y j (j = 1, 2, . . . , n), and l j ≥ g j ≥ 0.
Step 2 (Determine the Credibility Index): Based on H (x i , x k ) and P j (x i , x k ), the credibility index Q(x i , x k ) of alternative x i over x k (i, k = 1, 2, . . . , m) is determined by
where R j (x i , x k ) is the credibility degree of alternative x i and x k (i, k = 1, 2, . . . , m) under criterion y j (j = 1, 2, . . . , n).
Step 3 (Compute the Ranking Index): Consequently, the ranking index S(x i ) of alternative x i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) is obtained by
Step 4 (Obtain the Ranking Orders): According to the value of S(x i ), the final ranking order of alternatives is attained. In other words, the larger the value of S(x i ) is, the higher the ranking of alternative x i .
IV. CASE STUDY
In this section, the proposed combined MCDM method with picture fuzzy information is applied to evaluate the performance of Green Mine in China.
Recently, a gold production corporation in China wanted to apply for one of its gold mines to become a Green Mine. After a preliminary analysis and screening, four gold mines (denoted as x 1 , x 2 , x 3 and x 4 ) were selected. They all have made great progress in the construction of Green Mine. To select the best one, a decision making team, which contains ten relevant experts, was invited to make evaluations. These DMs should satisfy two conditions. One is that they need to have abundant work experience in the mining industry. Another is that they need have rich knowledge of the management of Green Mine construction projects. The specific characteristics of the selected experts are given in Table 2 .
The specific calculation procedures for evaluating the performance of Green Mine are as follows.
In Stage 1, first, the Green Mine application materials of these four selected mines should be provided. In addition, the information related to the mines should be removed so that the evaluation process can be impartial. Then, based on the application materials, these experts are asked to evaluate the four mines against six primary criteria according to the evaluation table of Green Mine (See Table 3 ). After that, their evaluation results can be transformed into PFNs. For example, for the alternative x 1 under criterion y 1 , since four experts give ''high'' grades, two experts give ''medium'' grades, two experts provide ''low'' grades, and the last two refuse to answer, then their evaluation results can be described by a PFN e 11 = (0.4, 0.2, 0.2). The initial decision making matrix E is shown in Table 4 . As all six evaluation criteria are the benefit type, the normalized decision making matrix F is the same as the original evaluation matrix E.
In Stage 2, the overall criteria weights are determined. At first, the entropy weights model is adopted to obtain the objective weights of the criteria. By using Eq. (15), the entropy values of the criteria are calculated as follows: π 1 = 0.962, π 2 = 0.959, π 3 = 0.952, π 4 = 0.945, π 5 = 0.963 and π 6 = 0.980. Thus, the objective criteria weights are computed based on Eq. (16) After that, the BWM is used to obtain the subjective weights of criteria. Since y 5 is the most important criterion and y 1 is the least important criterion, on the basis of Eq. (17), the Best-to-Others vector is obtained as Y M = (5, 2, 4, 4, 1, 3) . Meanwhile, on the basis of (18), the Othersto-Worst vector is obtained as Y L = (1, 4, 2, 2, 5, 3 In Stage 3, six dominance matrices are established based on the TODIM method. Since y 5 has the largest weight value, it is selected as the reference criterion. Then, based on Eq. (21), the dominance matrix under each criterion is obtained. Here, to save space, the dominance matrix under criterion y 1 is listed in Table 5 , while the dominance matrices under criteria y 2 , y 3 , y 4 , y 5 and y 6 are displayed in Tables 14 -18 in the Appendix.
In Stage 4, the best mine is selected based on the ELEC-TRE method. At first, assume h j = 0.05 and g j = 0.1 for all criteria. Then, the concordance index of a certain mine to another mine is computed by employing Eq. (22) and Eq. (23) in Table 6 . Thereafter, let l j = 0.4 for all criteria. Then, the discordance degree under each criterion is obtained using Eq. (24) . Similarly, to save space, only the discordance degree under criterion y 1 is shown in Table 7 , while the discordance degrees under criteria y 2 , y 3 , y 4 , y 5 and y 6 are displayed in Tables 19 -23 in the Appendix. Hence, the credibility index is computed by using Eq. (25) and Eq. (26) (See Table 8 ). Finally, the ranking indexes of all mines are calculated by using Eq. (27) as follows: S(x 1 ) = 1.452, S(x 2 ) = 0.651, S(x 3 ) = −1.142 and S(x 4 ) = −0.961. Because S(x 1 ) > S(x 2 ) > S(x 4 ) > S(x 3 ), the ranking order of alternatives is x 1
x 2 x 4 x 3 and the best mine is x 1 .
V. DISCUSSION
In this section, the comparative analysis and sensitivity analysis are conducted. The comparative analysis focuses on validating the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method. In addition, the sensitivity analysis reveals the effects of the parameters on the evaluation results and verifies the robustness of the proposed method. 
A. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
The feasibility and advantage of the combined MCDM method are certified in this subsection by comparing it with other existent decision making approaches. The ranking results by using dissimilar methods are exhibited in Table 9 .
To determine the best ranking order, the aggregation technique that was suggested by Jahan et al. [42] is used. The detailed procedures of this technique are demonstrated as follows.
The first step is to calculate the number of times each alternative is assigned to different ranks, as shown in Table 10 . Take x 1 as an example, x 1 has a ranking of 1 four times and a ranking of 2 one time.
Subsequently, the smoothing of each alternative assignment over ranks W ir is computed, as indicated in Table 11 .
For each ranking, the previous column in Table 11 is added to the column of the considered rank in Table 10 .
After that, on the basis of Table 11 , a model can be constructed as follows: By solving Eq. (28), the best ranking order of alternatives can be obtained as x 1 x 2 x 4 x 3 . For the convenience of comparison, this order, along with other ranking results in Table 9 , is depicted in Fig. 2 . It is true that the ranking orders by using Model (28) , the PFNWGA operator and our method are the same. In other words, our method is better than other techniques (i.de., the PFNWAA operator, extended MABAC and traditional TODIM) for evaluating the performance of Green Mine.
For the sake of further demonstrating the highlights of our approach, the Spearman's rank-correlation test [43] is adopted. To calculate the difference degree between the best result and other orders in Table 8 , two significant equations are employed as [43] 
where m is the number of alternatives, and dif (x i ) is the difference degree for alternative x i under different ranking orders.
Note that the values of U ∈ [−1, 1] and V can reflect the relationships among different ranking orders. Specifically, U = −1 indicates two ranking orders are completely different from each other, while U = 1 means the same ranking orders exist. Furthermore, V ≥ 1.645 represents that two ranking orders are similar to a large extent.
By using Eq. (29) and Eq. (30), U and V are computed (see the fourth and last columns in Table 9 ). It can be seen that the extended MABAC approach has the largest deviation values, followed by the traditional TODIM method and the PFN-WAA operator. In addition, completely positive relationships among the rankings in the PFNWGA operator, the proposed method and Model (28) are demonstrated. It demonstrates that when compared with other decision making methods in a picture fuzzy environment, the proposed method is better for assessing the performance of Green Mine. The justification for this effect may be that dissimilar decision making approaches have different ideas and application scenarios. The TODIM method is based on DMs' bounded rationality, and the ELECTRE method can do well with non-complementary criteria. For the performance assessment of Green Mine, some evaluation criteria are not compensated. As a result, the combined TODIM-ELECTRE method can make full use of their merits to settle such problems, whereas other existent approaches are based on criteria's compensation feature. In addition, the same rankings of our method and the PFNWGA operator may be related to the original decision making data.
To sum up, the advantages of the proposed approaches are the following.
(1) In a complicated group decision making context, employing PFNs that include different types of evaluation results to describe DMs' opinions is a good choice. (2) The criteria weights that are calculated by our method are more comprehensive than those that are only computed by the objective or subjective weights determination method. In the proposed method, both the objective conditions and the preferences of DMs are taken into account. (3) The advantages of TODIM and ELECTRE are all fully utilized. The traditional TODIM approach considers the bounded rationality of human beings, but the compensation problem of criteria is ignored. In this study, the classical TODIM is combined with the ELEC-TRE. Hence, it can efficiently address the circumstance where DMs have limited rationality and some assessment criteria cannot be compensated by other criteria.
B. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
In this subsection, the influences of the preference coefficient θ in Eq. (20) and the loss attenuation factor σ in Eq. (21) are discussed. In theory, given the dissimilar preference coefficient θ in Eq. (20) , the preference degrees of subjective and objective criteria weights are affected, and then the comprehensive weights and the final ranking order may be changed. To be specific, when 0 ≤ θ < 0.5, it indicates that the preference for subjective weights is larger than that of objective weights; when θ = 0.5, it indicates that the preference for subjective weights is equivalent to that of objective weights; otherwise, the preference for subjective weights is lower than that of objective weights. Therefore, for convenience of the discussions, the values of θ are divided into three classifications: 0 ≤ θ < 0.5, θ = 0.5 and 0.5 < θ ≤ 1. The ranking results with different θ values are shown in Table 12 .
From Table 12 , it can be seen that when 0 ≤ θ ≤ 0.6, the ranking order of alternatives is x 1
x 2 x 4 x 3 , whereas when 0.7 ≤ θ ≤ 1, the ranking order of alternatives is x 1
x 2 x 3 x 4 . That is, the ranks of x 1 and x 2 are insensitive to θ , but the ranks of x 3 and x 4 are changed when θ varies from 0.6 to 0.7. However, the best alternative is always x 1 , regardless of the value of θ. This result indicates that the proposed method has good stability and flexibility at the same time. For the performance evaluation of Green Mine, DMs can choose different θ values according to their preferences.
In addition, several different values of the loss attenuation factor σ in Eq. (21) are introduced to illustrate their influences on the evaluation results. When σ > 1, the influence of the loss is weakened. In contrast, when 0 < σ ≤ 1, the influence of the loss is exacerbated. Accordingly, the σ values are classified into two categories: 0 < σ ≤ 1 and σ > 1. Table 13 demonstrates the ranking results with different σ values. As indicated in Table 13 , the ranking results are consistent and the values of σ seem to make no difference. Therefore, the sensitivity analysis of σ verifies the robustness of the proposed method to a certain degree.
C. MANAGERIAL IMPLICATION
To evaluate the performance of Green Mine, a combined MCDM method with picture fuzzy information is developed in this study. The proposed method can provide some specific suggestions to guide the construction of Green Mine for governments and mines.
(1) For governments: Although some mines have been approved to become pilot units of Green Mine, the performance of Green Mine for these mines always varies with time. To scientifically and dynamically obtain the latest performance data of Green Mine, the government can establish an evaluation committee. It can regularly assess the performance of Green Mine regularly, and can be composed of mining experts, government departments and industry associations. For the mines with better performance of Green Mine, some financial subsidies or rewards can be provided. In contrast, for the mines with worse performance of Green Mine, some punitive measures can be adopted. In addition, since the government may find several issues related to the construction of Green Mine in the evaluation process, corresponding policies or measures can be taken in a timely manner. For example, if the traditional concept of developing the economy at the expense of the environment is ingrained, the government can propagate the idea and advantages of Green Mine.
(2) For mines: Mines can know their own shortcomings and be aware of the gap with other outstanding mines in the evaluation process. The performance of Green Mine can be improved with respect to the mining area environment, resource development approaches, the comprehensive utilization of resources, energy conservation and emissions reduction, technical innovation and digital mine, and the management and image of the enterprise. Specifically, the measures include two aspects. One is that mines can develop a technology system of Green Mine, such as advanced mining technology, energy conservation technology, resource utilization technology, waste utilization technology and land greening technology. Another is that mines can optimize the management system of Green Mine, such as the establishment and execution of Green Mine regulations, the publicity of Green Mine knowledge and construction of a Green Mine culture.
VI. CONCLUSION
Currently, the depletion of mineral resources and the increasing amounts of environmental pollution imminently call for a sustainable development pattern, especially in the mining context. To resolve the dilemma of resource shortages and environmental degradation, the construction of Green Mine has attracted widespread attention in China. It has become a good choice for the balance between resource exploitation and ecological civilization. This study focused on proposing a combined MCDM method with picture fuzzy information to evaluate the performance of Green Mine.
The largest contribution of the proposed work is that it integrated the advantages of PFNs, TODIM and ELECTRE to well address Green Mine performance evaluation problem. First, PFNs are very suitable for expressing uncertain assessment information in complex environments. Criteria values were expressed by PFNs so that qualitative or fuzzy decision information could be described more adequately. Second, the traditional TODIM was first modified by PFNs. Thus, the bounded rationality of DMs was taken into consideration by using the picture fuzzy TODIM method. Third, the TODIM was extended using ELECTRE to efficiently solve the non-compensation problem of criteria in Green Mine evaluations. The TODIM method was adopted to establish the dominance matrix, and the ELECTRE method was employed to attain the ranking orders of alternatives. Finally, the presented approach was applied to an illustrative example of evaluating the performance of Green Mine in China. Six primary evaluation criteria were selected based on the industry standards for Green Mine construction. Meanwhile, the entropy weights model was developed with PFNs to calculate the objective weights, and then it was combined with the BWM (which aims to obtain subjective weights) to obtain comprehensive criteria weights. Comparisons and sensitivity analyses results demonstrated that the proposed method was flexible and had good robustness. Several interesting directions may be researched in the future. First, the raised approach can be adopted to solve similar non-compensatory issues in other fields, such as personnel selection. Second, the combined MCDM method was proposed for a picture fuzzy environment. It may be extended by using quantitative and qualitative decision making information simultaneously when faced with more complex objects. Third, the dominance of the TODIM and ELECTRE can be further proved by comparing them with other methods (such as regret theory and VIKOR) that have similar functions.
APPENDIX
See Tables 14-23. 
